
We have seen the capabilities of the human being is only limited to what does it know
meaning the humans cannot beat the computer in thinking in terms of computer but what humans do is 
to think like a computer thru computer. It’s like we 
sounds confusing but that’s the reality.

Our aim on this project is to help create a technology that will guide people in their day to day living one 
good example is the calculator. We would like as many deve
each other and come up with a better solutions. 

Calculator is very useful for a math major students because it gets the jobs done faster than if they solve 
the initial equations. 

What unique about this calculator is that it stores data and use it as a history and it will be useful a 
person in debugging his equation,  going through history is easier than solving it again. It saves time in 
the process. 

We as a developer provides a detailed documentation as to w
will the outcome of it, to help guide the new developers and keep them up to date.  The following 
statistics of the project and the approximation of when will it be finished.

Date Created:  April 21, 2012 
Deadline: None 

No deadline because it is a teamwork and as much as possible we would like to invite many more 
developers to join the project. We currently have 3 developers in the project and all three of us are 
newbie in programming. 

This is only just the beginning there are a lot more projects that will come up and we are inviting you to 
join us, you may be new into this but we are here to extend our hands and help you to grow as a good 
programmer by teaching you what we know. 

 

 

“All's Well That Ends Well
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